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Abstract: Indexing methods are developed to effectively process user queries in many real-time and moving object
management applications. The existing spatial data updating indexing methods are based on the Integrated binary Tree,
R-Tree, R*-Tree, Oct-Tree, Quad-Tree, Grid-Tree and Hex-Tree. The depth of these trees is unbalanced and
overlapping, hence the performance is reduced in the multi-structure indexing methods. D-Tree (Decompose - Tree)
based multi-structure spatio-temporal index method is proposed to find the present, past and future data. The new multistructural model called DTNH-Tree used to find the present, past and future data. It consists of D-Tree, TB*-Tree, NTTree and hash table. The D-Tree indexing is used to get the spatial data and manage the moving objects in the road
network. A set of TB*-Tree is used to index the history of moving object on road networks. A set of NT –Trees is used
to manage the current position of the recently updated data and find present data of the moving objects. NT-Tree indexes
the present and future information of the moving objects. Finally the set of hash tables is used for updating the data
continuously. The proposed multi-structure indexing method supports different types of query processing compared to
the existing indexing methods. Experimental results exhibits better updation and query performance compared to the
MSMON-Tree and PPF*-Tree.
Keywords: Spatio-temporal data, Indexing methods, Query processing.

1. Introduction
Nowadays query processing and indexing
methods have an essential one for data retrieval in
spatial - temporal network. Query processing is a
collection of data arranged for ease and speed of
search and retrieval of data. Indexing is a key data
structure used to retrieve data from database tables
and improve the speed of data retrieval in movement
database. The indexing methods and query
processing is inter-related one, based on the indexing
method different types of query processing types are
supported to the particular indexing method.
Nowadays developing efficient indexing and query
processing methods is an important research in
Moving object database. The traditional moving
objects database (MOD) is not well equipped to

handle and predict moving objects database system.
The past, present and future data Predictions in
moving objects data is complex one in spatial (space)
- temporal (time) environments because it changes
the space and time in each and every seconds. The
numerous research effect taken to solve the issues of
continuous moving objects databases in indexing and
query processing. The spatio-temporal indexing
methods are categorized into three types [1, 2] first
method deal about spatial index access methods , the
second method is spatio-temporal index access
methods , the third is indexing the temporal
dimensions, while in this method spatial data is
considered as the second priority. The third method
is used to predict all the point of the data and the data
prediction based on the temporal and based on spatial
is very complex because this type of indexing are
multi-structural and multi-model.it consists of more
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than two indexing methods is used to processing all
the point of the data. The some of the main spatial
indexing are RT-TREE [3], 3D-R-Tree [4], STRTree [5], MTSB-Tree [6], FNR [7], MON [8]. The
spatio-temporal index methods MR-Tree [3], HRTree[9], HR+-Tree[10], MV3R-Tree[11]. The
Temporal dimension with spatial priority indexing
methods are TB-Tree[12], SETI [13], SEB-Tree [14],
PMR-Quad tree[15], TPR-Tree [16], TPR*-Tree [17],
LU Grid[18], RUM-Tree [19], IMORS [20] and
present research direction indexing methods RppfTree [21], PCFI+-Index [22], BBx-Index [23], UTRTree [24], STCB+-Tree [25], PPFI-Index [26].The
temporal based spatial indexing is used index all the
points of indexing methods that is index the past,
present and future data prediction of indexing method.
The moving objects can be grouped into three
movement scenarios [27], namely constrained,
unconstrained, and movement in transportation
networks. The movement scenarios are considered as
different space than compared to first two scenarios.
This paper is based on movement in transportation
networks and third method in spatio-temporal
indexing method.
The Most of the spatial data updating indexing
methods [28] are based on the integrated binary tree,
R-tree, R*-Tree, Oct tree, Quad tree, Grid tree and
Hex tree. Those derived from R-tree employ a
minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) or a timeparameterized
minimum-bounding
rectangle
(TPMBR) to represent a moving object. The range of
the bounding rectangle is always larger than the range
of the moving object itself. This is the fundamental
reason why they cannot resolve the overlapping
problem in high dimensions. The depth of these trees
is unbalanced and overlapping, hence the
performance is reduced in the multi-structure
indexing methods. To Reduce these problem new
indexing method is D-Tree (Decompose-Tree) based
multi-structure spatio-temporal index method is
proposed to find the present, past and future data. The
proposed multi-structure indexing method supports
different types of query processing compared to the
existing indexing methods. Experimental results
exhibits better updation and query performance
compared to the RPPF-Tree, STCB+-Tree, MSMONTree and PPF* -Tree.
The organization of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 is related works and motivation and section
3 describes data model and data structure of the new
hybrid index method. Section 4 reports the
performance evaluation, and conclusion is given in
section 5.
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2. Related work
In this section, gives the brief literature about
various saptio-temporal access methods for past,
present and future indexing methods. These indexing
methods come under the categories of spatiotemporal access method or indexing at all the point of
time. Past-Current-Future+-Index (PCFI+-Index)
[22] indexes the past, current and future information
of the dynamic objects and the finds an object's
position at every point of time. The PCFI+-Index
constructed based on the PCFI-Index, which was
based on SETI-tree and TPR*-tree. The PCFI+-Index
having memory parts with the name frontline, and
disk based part. The spatial access is indexed using
region partitioned into the non-overlapping cell.
TPR*-tree index the moving belong the on
overlapping cells. The hash table is indexed large
updating and find the current position of the moving
objects. The PCFI+-Index support most of the queries
efficiently and provide only uniform solutions for the
trajectory query. BBx Index Method [23] used to find
queries about the past, present and future position of
moving objects. BBx index structure is used to find
the position of moving objects in linear function of
time. BBx index inherits the ability of finding present
and future position of the BBx-Tree. Three factors are
considered to the stage efficiency are Object position
is represented as a linear function. It is done by TPRtree family (spatial representation), Object is based
on indexing BBX, B+-Tree used for updation. RPPFTree is used to [21] obtain all the online position
information from the moving e-service users. The
proposed work offers an RPPF-Tree technique capable
of capturing moving objects at all positions in time.
This tree supports only valid transaction time to
monitor the applications and it supports time related
query and position related query. VPMR-Tree [27]
indexing is used to provide the solution to
approximate future information for moving objects
and indexing the road network moving objects. This
indexing method is a variation of PMR Quad tree and
real time data prediction purpose dynamic array is
used. Past, Present and Future Index method (PPFI)
[26] is used to predict the current and near future
position of moving objects on a fixed road network
with an efficient update mechanism. The proposed
work is PPFI and which consists of a 2DR*-Tree,
1DR*-Tree and hash table for updating. 2DR*-Tree
is a static part built on managing the fixed network.
1DR*-Tree is a dynamic part built on indexing object
movements. This indexing method is used R Tree and
R* Tree so data overlapping problems occur. Final
Future Trajectory Prediction Algorithm (FFTPA)
[29] method is based on the R-Tree and its support
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related to past position and trajectories. It has a
dynamic road network and efficient update
mechanism.
The FT-Tree Index method is used to predict past,
present and future prediction of the moving objects
[30]. The moving object index for full temporal query,
proposes a moving object index structure FT Tree
supports for temporal query, it is based on TPR-Tree.
In this FT-Tree is used TPR so it is based on the RTree and R Tree based indexing data have
overlapping problems are occurring. HTPR*-Tree
Indexing [31] is the foundation for the past, present
and future and used to predictive queries, but also
partial history ones involved from the most recent
update. This index structure, named History TimeParameterized R-tree (HTPR*-tree), which takes into
account moving object creation time or update time
in the leaf node entry, and supports partial history
query. This indexing method also based on the RTree and R*-Tree. MSMON -Tree [32] is used to
retrieve the past, present and future position of
network constrained moving objects. FNR & MON
tree only deal with history of data and cannot support
the query of moving objects in the current and future
positions. The structure of the hybrid tree is support
multi-Grid-R*-Tree used to index the road network.
R*-Tree is used in a route in the road network and
also find trajectories of the moving objects in the road.
PPFN*-Tree [33] Indexing of moving objects
grouped into two categories are deal with past
information retrieval and future data prediction. It is
hybrid structure which consists of 2DR* managing
road networks and set of TB*-tree indexing the object
movement history trajectories along the polyline.
HTPR* indexing the position of the moving object
after recent updates. Update improvement purpose
hash table is used with 2DR*-Tree. The previous
indexing methods of spatial data updating indexing
methods are based on the integrated binary Tree, RTree, R*-Tree, Oct-Tree, Quad-Tree, Grid-Tree and
Hex-Tree. The depth of these trees is unbalanced and
overlapping, hence the performance is reduced in the
multi-structure indexing methods. The various types
of indexing and the query process sing are mentioned
in [38] and further consideration in spatio-temporal is
security mentioned in [34-37] these papers are
mentioned various advanced security features. The
PPFI [26], MSMON [32], PPFN*[33] and D-Tree
[28] are the main past, present and future data
prediction indexing methods and these methods are
considered as comparison purpose.
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3. Proposed Method
3.1 Problem analysis and data model
The past, present and future indexing hybrid
methods are based on the integrated binary tree, Rtree, R*-Tree, Oct tree, Quad tree, Grid tree and Hex
tree. The main problem is having dead spaces and
overlapping problems are occurring in the moving
objects updation. The data overlapping produce
massive data updation, so the data retrieval time is
more and it produces worse performance. The
MSMON- Tree [32] addressed this problem, in this
model also used R* -Tree and TPR-Tree is stored
spatial data information. The structure of the R-Tree
and R*- Tree shown in the Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure.1 R-Tree

Figure.2 R*-Tree

Figure.3 Road Segment Representation
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are noted with time attributes. The main attributes are
[ID, T, S, A], where ID is a unique object identifier, T
is a continuous time stamp, S is a spatial Co-ordinates,
A is a time attributes. Using this D-Tree recursively
decompose spatial data with time attributes. So easily
get all the records in the, spatial coordinate wise and
time wise moving object data is update in the table.
This D-Tree is based on partitioning, so data
overlapping is avoided, easily access the data and
time complexity is reduced. Finally The D-Tree is
linked to a hash table for continuous updations. The
Second part is TB*-tree indexing having moving
object history trajectory along with position of
moving objects. This TB*-Tree is linked with hash
table and D-Tree. TB*-Tree manage both spatial and
Temporal information’s. The third part is NT-Tree is
designed and manages moving object information.
Queries about future position information are
retrieved from NT-Tree. This tree also updated with
hash table for current updation.
Figure.4 Proposed index method

In the moving object data representation, network
model is necessarily one. The proposed network
model represented as in term of routes, junctions and
roads (i.e) network G = (P, R), where P = {P1…..Pn}
is a set of junction, R is the route and A, B, C, D is
the points and S1, S2, S3 is the segment between two
points. The A and B is the starting and ending point
between the junctions. The sequence of road segment
in the continuous network has shown in the Figure 3.
3.2 Structure
The proposed multi- model structure is called
DTNH –Tree shown in the figure 4. This is a multi
model structure consists of D-Tree (D-Compose
Tree), TB*-Tree (Trajectories Bundle Tree), NTTree (Networks -Limited TPR-Tree), and hash table.
D-Tree is used to answer the spatial information such
as geometric information (i.e) Road information, data
transformation, actual time and spatial location of
moving objects noted directly. In D-Tree spatial
information noted directly so time complexity is
reduced, so performance automatically increased.
TB*-Tree used to find trajectories of moving objects
and the NT-Tree is used to find the present and future
position of moving objects. Hash Tables are used for
updation purpose. The Hash tables are connected
each tree node so it is easily updates the data.
The proposed DTNH-Tree indexing has three
parts. The first part is Decompose Tree (D-Tree). The
D-Tree is a space partitioning method for accessing
moving object data. In this part all the spatial points

3.3 Insertion
Insertions of the moving objects are happening
with the help of Hash Tables (HT). P, R, S and O
information are located and then inserted to hash
table structure. The spatial information and temporal
data [ID, T, S, A] are inserted into the leaf node of the
hash table structure. The coming objected are inserted
into TB*-Tree with the help of hash table structure.
The present moving objects are moving from a hash
table to NT-Tree. All this hash table and NT-Tree and
TB*-Tree are implemented with the help of the
Pointer. The after insertion of hash table from the NTTree and TB*-Tree data are moved to D-Compose
Tree. With the help of D-Tree data overlapping are
avoided.
ALGORITHM 1. Insert [ID, T, S, A]
/* input: P, R, S and O information inserted into
the hash table and S1 and S1 starting and ending point
of Road segments */
1. Get Route (R) information and moving
Object (O) are inserted
2. Invoke hash table
3. If (hash table, Object > 0) objects are
inserted
4. Else Hash table is empty
5. Check time duration then
6. If any objects are find then insert
7. Otherwise
END Insert.
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3.4 Updation
The moving objects, updating are updated with
the help of hash table, D-Tree and TB*. The hash
table is used for dynamic updation and objects are
moving next indexing and the hash table is resize the
objects when updations are change. D-Tree is used to
update the road information. TB*-Tree update the
Road trajectories and moving update moving objects
updations in hash tables. First moving objects are
updated in a hash table and then spatial data are
moved to D-Tree and TB*-Tree. The present data
updated in NT Tree and here all the updations are
updated directly from hash table to D-Tree and TB*
and NT-Tree so performance is increased because
time complexity is reduced. The main updation
parameters are Moving Objects (MO), Moving
Object Identification (MO.id) Object Velocity (V),
Time (T), Segment (S), Position (P).Three Situation
is considered for updation of temporal data. First
Velocity (V)is considered for updation. Second Time
threshold (T) is considered and Third is moving
objects are moving in opposite direction is also
considered for updation. The main spatial updation is
new place or position find, new entry (N) is
considered and this new entry updated in D-Tree. The
updation algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 2:Updation
Input: /*moving object information (MO, MO.id),
Velocity (V), Time (T) and spatial information (P, S,
N)*/
1. If hash table (Mo, MO.id)!=0;
2. MO position (P) is moved to D-Tree
3. Update hash table node;
4. If Objects opposite directions
5. Delete old node trajectory and new Entry (N)
intoTB*-Tree
6. Hash table node is moved into NT-Tree
7. Else delete from hash table
8. Search and insert new into TB*-Tree and
NT-Tree
9. Hash table (Mo, MO.id) point to store
moving object information
End Update.
3.5 Search procedure
DTNH -Tree indexing support to different types
of search procedure compared to other indexing
method because D-Tree is support to most of the all
spatial queries and remain two trees are supported for
temporal queries. And it also supports to spatiotemporal queries also. The main Query types are
point query, Time slice query, spatial slice query,
window query, moving query, trajectory query,
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Topological query and predictive query. TB* is
supports both spatial- temporal queries and NT-Tree
supports temporal queries.
Point Query
Point query is used to find exact information, in
particular spatial portion P at a time interval T. This
query retrieves all the nearest spatial information.
The representation of point query is Q = (P, T).
Time Slice Query
The time slice query retrieves spatial data in term
of time slice T and spatial rectangle R at the time
instance. B-Tree, R-Tree and R*-Tree are also used
to find spatial information, but the main drawback is
overlapping of rectangle and data. The proposed
work has rectified this problem because D-Compose
tree rectified this problem.
Spatial Slice Query
Spatial Position (P) information’s are retrieved
particular time slice interval [Ts, Te].The nearest
information is retrieved in particular time. The
representation of spatial Slice query Q = (P, Ts, Te).
Window Query
Multi-dimensional spatial rectangle [R] area data
is valid during a particular time interval [Ts, Te] with
the help of D-Tree is overlapping is avoided. Query
representation is Q = (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, Ts, Te).
Temporal Query
This query is used to find time related
information which is retrieved with time interval. For
example, “what is the object position of 10.30 am?”
This query information is retrieved with the help of
velocity and time. The Query representation is Q =
V*T.
Spatio-Temporal Range Query
This query is used to find all the objects have
with certain Range R = (X1, Y1, X2, Y2) during time
interval T = (Ts, Te).
Topological Query
This query is used to find all the objects are in
enter, leave, cross a given position R = (X1, Y1, X2, Y2)
with time interval T = (Ts, Te).
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Continuous updation Query
Continuous updation query is used to update all
the information. The updation is based on velocity
(V), Time (T) and position (P). The updation query is
all the events are updated with instance of time. The
query representation is Q = (V, T, and P)
Predictive Query
DTNH indexing method supports to predictive
query. The predictive query predicts the data based
on recent update time Interval (T1), update position
(P1) and velocity (V). Based on this currently what
information available and next time interval
(T2), it predicts further position (P2).

Figure.5 Update Cost Comparison

4. Experimental setting and details
The evaluation performance of the DTNH -Tree
is compared with MS-MON-Tree [32] and PPFN*Tree [33]. The Experimental purpose randomly
generated, distributed network based moving object
are used. On real implementation is based on real
road network data is used as input. The position of the
object and the velocity of the objects are considered
for experimental and data prediction purpose. The
position in X-Y coordination and moving objects are
considered in the form of (Object id, Position (P)),
where an object id denotes where the objects are
available and relative position of the objects are
denoted. After identifying the object position and
object attributes, the number of segments also noted.

Figure.6 Query Efficiency Comparison

4.1 Performance analysis
Update Cost Comparison
The figure 5 shown the compare with the update
cost of DTNH–Tree with MSMON-Tree and PPFN*
-Tree. The CPU time is Increase when the increase
the number of updates. The main advantages of the
updation are node access performance is increased
because the node overlapping is avoided with the help
of D-Tree. The comparison purpose data are
generated from 0 to 1000 and updation is checked at
different times and different query ranges.

Figure.7 Query Cost Comparison

Figure.8 Trajectory Query Cost Comparison
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Query Efficiency
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